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BOOLEAN REDUCTS OF RELATION AND CYLINDRIC ALGEBRAS AND THE CUBE PROBLEM
H. ANDRÉKA Abstract.
It is shown that not every Boolean algebra is the Boolean part of a nondiscrete relation or cylindric algebra, but every nonatomless Boolean algebra is. Solutions of Tarski's Cube Problem for nondiscrete relation and cylindric algebras are given.
Introduction. Relation algebras (RAs) and cylindric algebras (CAs) are Boolean algebras (BAs) endowed with additional structure. The question naturally arises: Which BAs are Boolean parts (i.e. Boolean reducts) of RAs or CAs?
This question can be considered as a representation problem for BAs, too: Which BA can be represented as a BA of some binary relations on a set U closed under composition, inversion, and containing the identity relation on U (this is the RA case); and which BA can be represented as a BA of n-ary relations closed under, roughly, first-order definability, i.e. containing with every relation Rl,...,Rk the relations first-order definable (with n variables) from them, too?
RA and CAa denote the classes of RAs and CAs of dimension a respectively. There is a trivial way of turning every BA into a RA or a CA a; these RAs and CAs are called "Boolean" and "discrete" ones (cf. [7, The definitions of RA and CAa, both originating with Tarski, can be found e.g. in [5, 7, 8, 10] and in [5, 6] respectively. Below we recall that part of their definitions that will be needed in the present paper. Lemma 2. There is a BA 33 such that for any two disjoint nonzero elements a,b of 33 there is a k such that a has a K-partition while b has no K-partition.
Proof. We use the BA-construction (tree algebras) of [1, 2] . Let T be a tree satisfying (1) the height of T is co and T has a single root and (2) Let 9t be the algebra we obtain from 33 by endowing it with the above operations,
i.e. 9Î = (33, ;, u, 1'). Now it is not difficult to check that 9Î is an integral RA. That 9i is isomorphic to a relation set algebra follows from results in [11] . We may assume that 33 is a Boolean set algebra with base U and that a is a one-element set. The algebra S = «^({l, 2,3}) is defined in Definition 2. Case 2. E(Rg/>) + 1 in 33. We may assume that 33 is a Boolean set algebra with base U. Let K= U ~ l){bE:E g P}. Then K * 0. We may assume that |AT| > u.
(There is a construction for finite K, too, but we want to avoid case-distinction.) We will construct (Hk:k g K) with the following properties. Let D = {se "K:s is one-one}. Let / 6 a. If a n Ä = 0 then a = L{bE:bE < a, £ g £}, hence /(a) g A/, therefore cj(a) G M ç F. Assume a n K * 0. Then c,/(a) = c~D + H{cJ(bE):bE < a, £GP}GMç£by (iii). We have seen that F is closed under c,, á,y (/, y g n).
Q. If U is a set, then PU denotes its powerset. The full relation set algebra with base U is the algebra (p(Ux U),u,n, ~ ,Ux U,0, irS-Hy), where R \S denotes the composition of the relations R and S, R~l is the inverse of the relation R, and Id^ denotes the identity relation {(«, u) : u g U} on U. In RA theory, the operations composition, inversion, and identity are denoted by ; , u, and 1' respectively. A relation set algebra (Rs) is a subalgebra of a full one. RA is a class of algebras defined with finitely many equations such that Rs ç RA.
Let a be an ordinal. The full cylindric set algebra of dimension a with base U is the algebra (P(aU),U,n,~ ,«i/,0,C"D,;:/,;e«), where if X ç "U and i, y G a then C,X = { j G «I/: (3 z G Jf)(Vy G a, y # /)zy = Sy.} and
The unary operations C, are called cylindrifications and correspond to quantification u3v¡," and the constants DlJ are called the diagonals and correspond to the equality "v¡ = v¡" A cylindric set algebra of dimension a (Csa) is a subalgebra of a full one. Thus the universe of a Cs" consists of a-ary relations and is closed under first-order (with a variables) definability. CAa is a class of algebras defined by finitely many (if a is finite) equations such that Csa ç CAa.
In §1 we formulate the results and in §2 we give the proofs. Acknowledgements. Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper were obtained in the stimulating atmosphere of the Boolean Algebra Meeting in Oberwolfach, Germany, January 1985. We want to express our thanks to G. Brenner, H. Dobbertin, and J. D. Monk for many stimulating discussions.
1. Formulating the results. We call an RA nondiscrete iff T # 1 in it. Recall from [5] that a CAa is nondiscrete iff d01 ^ 1 in it. Theorem 1. There is a BA which is not the Boolean part of any nondiscrete CAa, a > 2; hence, it is also not the Boolean part of any nondiscrete RA.
A relation algebra is called integral if 1' is an atom in it. Integral RAs have been extensively investigated, e.g. in [3, 7, 8, [10] [11] [12] . We call a CAa 21 integral iff |Nrt 3Í | < 2. (This expresses the fact that no proper subset of the base of 31 is definable.) This is equivalent to saying that d0l is an atom in Nr2 3Í, or if a < u then to saying that Y\{d¡j:i <j < a) is an atom in 31, or to saying that 9tl 21 is integral if a > 3. Note that the only discrete integral CA0 is the two-element one. 
Proofs.
Proof of Theorem 1. We establish a property of Boolean reducts of nondiscrete CAs and then we construct a BA that does not have that property.
Definition. An element of a BA has a «-partition iff it is the supremum of an antichain of size k. More formally: Let x g 93 g BA and let k be an ordinal. Then {a¡: i G k) g KB is a K-partition of x iff (V; < j < k) (ai + 0 = a, • a¡ and x = E{a,:/G k}). 
Q.E.D. (Lemma 1)
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let 93 be a denumerable BA such that 93 = 93 X 93 X 93 while 93 * 33 X 93. Such a BA exists by Ketonen's proof [9] . Let Ë be a minimal Csa, with infinite base if a > w. Then E is directly indecomposable, Ë G Cs™8, and |C| < |et U w|. Construct the algebra 31' g CAa as in the proof of 2.4.35 of [5] . Then 31' ç yE for some U by [5, statement (4) 
